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Good afternoon Highlander families,
I hope you are finding yourself safe and sound after these two weeks of
distance learning. I was overjoyed to see evidence of the light at the end
of the tunnel in regards to the COVID pandemic, with the vaccine
progress that has been all over the news this week; and I am longing to
have all of our students back in the school soon. Unfortunately, as was
indicated by Dr. Britton's letter last evening, the conditions of the
pandemic in the community and its impact on our instructional resources
will be preventing us from going back to full in school learning prior to
the winter break.
Now that we know we will be virtual for the last 7 days, prior to the
winter break, our teachers are hard at work planning for the most
effective live virtual learning that we can provide. Our climate team has
also been hard at work, ensuring that us being virtual does not prevent us
from engaging in many of the pre-winter break traditions and
celebrations that students typically get to participate in. To start, next
week will be "Winter Spirit Week," with each day focusing on livening
up our virtual workspaces. See the attached flyer for the theme for each
day of the week. It will cap off the following Tuesday (Dec 22nd) with
a Winter Celebration Takeover Day; where we will be holding virtual assemblies and
activities throughout the day, facilitated by our student council.
We all know that it has been a difficult year, working throughout this pandemic, but we are going to make sure that we end the 2020
portion of this school year, on a positive note.
With warmest regards,
Chuck Hershon
@ChuckHershon
Wednesday, December 18th Schedule:

Portland Secondary Schools 2 hr Delay Schedule
A Day
Period

Time

Announcements

9:45-9:50

1

9:50-10:35

Advisory

10:38-11:08

3 / Lunch*

11:11-12:38

2*

12:41-1:26

4

1:29-2:15

*make note of the
period 3-2 flip

Instructions on how to re-enroll your Chromebook device. This is a very important process we need each of you to do
ASAP. To do this, you may follow the steps in this Google Doc or by watching this Tutorial Video. Watching this video on
your phone or another device while following along step-by-step may be best!
If you have any questions, feel free to email me. Thanks everyone, Mr. Toussaint

FROM THE NURSE OFFICE
Despite what you may have heard about the CDC changing the
COVID quarantine recommendation to 7-10 days, we are still
following State of Connecticut guidelines which have not yet
changed from 14 days. If you have any questions, you can call the
school to speak with the nurse, or email at Rhyland@portlandct.us
or you can call the Chatham Health Department at 860-365-0884.

Middle School Yearbooks are available to purchase! The 7th Grade Computer
Science classes are working on this year's Yearbook. The price is $20 and can
be ordered online now! Follow the website below:
https://www.jostens.com/apps/store/customer/1037183/Portland-MiddleSchool/

7th GRADE
As the Holidays approach the 7th grade, the middle school team has been busy! As the special education
teacher of the team, I have enjoyed co-teaching and working with students in their ELA and Math classes! In
Ms. Kelly and Mrs. Tait’s reading classes students are discovering the impact and perspective
of colors and how they relate to the characters in the novel, “The Giver”. In writing, students
are using their creativity to write engaging beginning stories of riding on a magical carpet or
being locked in or out of somewhere.
In Mr. Jensen’s Math class, students are using their problem-solving skills to solve real-world
problems with proportional relationships. Mr. Raine’s Social Studies students are working on
developing their writing skills. Students are examining protests in the United States as a
means of exploring culture and human interaction. Our 7th grade Science students are
working on the structure and function of cells with Mrs. Stolting.
8th GRADE
Students in grade 8 math are working in unit 2 which is about exploring The Real Number
system. They are classifying numbers, problem solving with rational and irrational numbers
and memorizing the perfect squares up to 20 and the perfect cubes up to 12. Students
have been doing a great job taking notes, asking questions and participating during google
meets. We have been using Desmos, the Jam Board and the math book as resources. There
will be a quiz before the winter holiday break giving students an opportunity to show what
they know.
Students in algebra have been working in the equations and inequalities unit. They are solving multi-step equations
with rational numbers, interpreting real world problems and writing equations that model the real world problems.
Students have been asked to justify their answers as well as explaining the solutions
within the context of the given problem. The main goal of
this unit is for students to understand that in order to
obtain a solution to an equation, no matter how complex,
always involves the process of undoing operations.

